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Long-wave infrared InAs/InAsSb type-II superlattice nBn photodetectors are demonstrated on GaSb substrates. The typical device consists of a 2.2 μm thick absorber layer and has a 50% cutoff wavelength of 13.2 μm, a measured dark current density of 5 × 10^{-7} A/cm² at 77 K under a bias of −0.3 V, a peak responsivity of 0.24 A/W at 12 μm, and a maximum resistance-area product of 300 Ω cm² at 77 K. The calculated generation-recombination noise limited specific detectivity (D*) and experimentally measured D* at 12 μm and 77 K are 1 × 10^{10} cm Hz^{1/2}/W and 1 × 10^{9} cm Hz^{1/2}/W, respectively. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4760260]

Mid-wave infrared (MWIR) and long-wave infrared (LWIR) photodetectors have broad applications in environmental monitoring, imaging, and scientific instrumentation. Currently, many of these infrared applications need to use high-performance HgCdTe photodetectors which operate around 200 K or below to reduce the dark current and to provide the necessary performance.1 Due to higher cost limitations of the HgCdTe materials, antimonide based type-II superlattices (T2SL) have been proposed as an alternative2,3 to HgCdTe with potentially lower manufacturing cost on large substrates4 and better device performance with lower dark current density due to suppressed Auger recombination rate and tunneling current.5–7 These advantages of T2SLs enable them to operate at higher temperatures, which is highly desirable for photodetector applications.8,9

Although the feasibility of T2SLs for IR photodetectors has been studied for decades, the T2SL materials properties and device performance still have not reached the level predicted by theory.6 One of the limiting factors of the most widely studied LWIR InAs/(In)GaSb T2SLs is the short minority carrier lifetime, which determines the dark current, detectivity, and ultimately the maximum operating temperature. The typical minority carrier lifetimes in LWIR InAs/GaSb T2SL measured with time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) and optical modulation response techniques are only 30 ns and 31 ns at 77 K, respectively.10,11 Recently, the study of another type of T2SL, namely the “Ga-free” InAs/InAsSb T2SLs grown on GaSb substrates, has been revisited and revealed very encouraging results.12–15 Time resolved PL measurements of the InAs/InAsSb_0.28 T2SL structures showed minority carrier lifetimes greater than 412 ns due to strong reduction of non-radiative recombination in these superlattices.16 Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that substantially better photodetector performance and higher operating temperature are achievable with the InAs/InAsSb T2SL materials.

It has been demonstrated lately that the nBn structure suppresses the dark current in infrared photodetectors effectively through band gap engineering.17 The electron transport in nBn structures is blocked by a conduction band barrier while the hole can easily transport to the contact. Recently, an MWIR focal plane array based on an unpassivated nBn structure with an AlGaSb barrier and an InAs/GaSb T2SL n-type absorber has been reported.18 In this paper, we demonstrate LWIR nBn photodetectors with an InAs/InAsSb T2SL absorber having a cutoff wavelength of 13.2 μm.

Figure 1 shows the bandedge diagram of the device design, which consists of an n-type InAs/InAs_{0.62}Sb_{0.38} T2SL as the top contact layer, lattice-matched InAs/Al_{0.8}Ga_{0.2}As_{0.01}Sb_{0.99} T2SL as the barrier for electrons, and an InAs/InAs_{0.62}Sb_{0.38} T2SL as the absorber. A three-band Kronig-Penney model is used to calculate the electron and hole miniband energy levels in the InAs/Al_{0.8}Ga_{0.2}As_{0.01}Sb_{0.99} T2SL barrier layer. The calculated conduction band barrier height is 409 meV. The Al and As mole fractions of the barrier are carefully chosen to align the hole miniband in the InAs/InAsSb T2SL layer with that in the barrier layer to ensure optimized hole transport.

The designed nBn device is grown on a Te-doped (100) 2 in. GaSb substrate using a VG V80 solid-source MBE system.

FIG. 1. Designed energy band diagram of T2SL nBn photodetector using the three-band Kronig-Penney model calculation. The conduction band offset between the barrier and the absorber is ~0.4 eV.
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The growth starts with a 500 nm GaSb buffer at 510 °C followed by the bottom contact layer consisting of 15 periods of 13.9 nm InAs:Si (1 × 10^{18} cm^{-3})/4.5 nm InAs_{0.62}Sb_{0.38} T2SL layers. Then, a 120 periods un-intentionally doped 13.9 nm InAs/4.5 nm InAs_{0.62}Sb_{0.38} T2SL absorber layer is grown, followed by a barrier consisting of 17 periods of 2.8 nm InAs/2.5 nm Al_{0.2}Ga_{0.8}As_{0.01}Sb_{0.99} T2SL layers and a 13.9 nm InAs:Si (1 × 10^{18} cm^{-3}) top layer. The growth temperature is kept at 415 °C during the growth of all superlattice layers. The high-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) shows that the actual T2SL barrier consists of InAs/Al_{0.8}Ga_{0.2}As_{0.03}Sb_{0.97}, where the increase of As composition (XRD) shows that the actual T2SL barrier consists of InAs/superlattice layers. The high-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) shows that the actual T2SL barrier consists of InAs/Al_{0.8}Ga_{0.2}As_{0.03}Sb_{0.97}, where the increase of As composition compared to the designed value is due to the incorporation of background As in the MBE chamber. The calculated hole miniband energy level in the barrier layer indicates that the sample possesses a hole barrier of ~38 meV in the valence band between the valance band edge of barrier and the valance band edge of absorber layer.

Device processing starts with photolithography to define the mesas (410 μm × 410 μm), which have open optical apertures ranging from 50 μm to 200 μm diameter. Wet etching is done with citric acid solution (1 g citric acid:1 ml water): H_{2}O_{2}:DI water solution with ratio of 1:1:10. The etching is stopped at the middle of the n-type bottom contact, resulting in an etch depth of 2.53 μm. The bottom and top metal contacts (50 nm Ti/50 nm Pt/300 nm Au) are deposited using an e-beam evaporator. The front-side illuminated device does not have any anti-reflecting coating and passivation. The fabricated devices are wire bonded to a ceramic package with the bottom n-type InAs/InAsSb T2SL layer connected as a common ground, and external bias is applied to the top contact of each mesa.

The spectral response is measured using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer with a KBr beam splitter and SRS-570 low-noise current preamplifier. The LWIR spectral response is measured at −0.5 V, while the detector temperature is swept from 8 K to 77 K (Fig. 2). The cutoff wavelength at 8 K is 12.5 μm, which red-shifts to 13.2 μm at 77 K.

The responsivity and detectivity are measured under 180° field of view using an 800 °C blackbody source with a 1 in. aperture, chopped at 130 Hz, at a distance of 91 cm, with a 7.3 μm long-pass IR filter with 90% transmission. The peak responsivity at 12 μm wavelength is measured as 0.3 A/W at −0.5 V bias at 77 K. The responsivity drops to ~0.2 A/W at 8 K which is attributed to reduced mobility of the holes at lower temperatures and shorter carrier lifetime.

Figure 3 shows the bias dependent responsivity and specific detectivity (D*) at 12 μm. The responsivity increases with bias and reaches 0.36 A/W at 50 K at a bias of −0.8 V. The peak D* is 3 × 10^{8} cm Hz^{1/2}/W under a bias of −0.3 V. Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the peak responsivity and D*, which is 0.24 A/W and 1 × 10^{9} cm Hz^{1/2}/W, respectively, at 77 K and 12 μm under the fixed bias of −0.3 V with 180° field of view. The quantum efficiency (QE) under these conditions is 2.5%.

To compare with the theoretical limit, theoretical D* is calculated using the following equation:

\[
D^* = \frac{q}{h} \frac{\eta \sqrt{\lambda}}{\sqrt{(4kT/R)} + 4qI}.
\]
where $q$ is the electron charge, $E_g$ is the photon energy, $n$ is the quantum efficiency, $A$ is the mesa area, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature, $R$ is the AC resistance of the mesa, and $I$ is the total current passing through the mesa. The $4kT/R$ term represents the Johnson noise power and the $4ql$ term represents the generation-recombination (GR) noise power with assumption of unity gain. GR noise limited $D^*$ at $12 \mu$m is $1 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm Hz}^{1/2}/\text{W}$ at 77 K. We partially attribute measured lower $D^*$ to the unpassivated mesa sidewalls which may create excess noise and dark current. In addition, further optimization of the valance band edge energy position and doping profile will lower dark current and improve $D^*$.

Figure 5 shows the measured dark current density as a function of applied bias for temperatures ranging from 12 K to 100 K with a cold-shielded cover. At 77 K, the dark current density is $5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ A/cm}^2$ at an operating point of $-0.3$ V bias. The inset shows that the dynamic dark resistance-area (RA) product is $\sim 330 \Omega \text{ cm}^2$ under $-0.35$ V applied bias at 77 K. The room temperature background ($t/2$, 290 K) current of the nBn device is also shown in Figure 5, which has an aperture of 100 $\mu$m diameter defined by metal contact and a 28% fill factor of optically active area. The photocurrent shows weak dependence on temperature between 50 K and 77 K. The definition of $I_{total}/I_{dark} > 5$ is used as the background limited photodetection (BLIP) condition. When the optically active area fill factor is 100%, the ratio $I_{total}/I_{dark} = 2$ at 77 K, and 13 at 70 K; the latter is claimed as the $t/2$ BLIP temperature for this 13.2 $\mu$m cutoff photodetector.

It is worth noting that the measured dark current density $5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ A/cm}^2$ of the devices with a cutoff wavelength of 13.2 $\mu$m at 77 K is lower than that given by the well-known HgCdTe Rule-07, although it should be pointed out that the QE of the detector reported here is 2.5%, while the Rule-07 is defined for HgCdTe photodetectors with 60% QE. The suppression of the dark current is due to blocking of the majority carriers, long minority carrier lifetime and low hole mobility in the InAs/InAsSb absorber. But the device performance is still inferior to that of HgCdTe devices with similar cutoff wavelength in terms of $D^*$ and QE due to limited absorber thickness.

In summary, nBn long-wave infrared photodetectors based on InAs/InAs$_{0.62}$Sb$_{0.38}$ type-II strained-layer superlattice have been demonstrated. The unpassivated nBn detectors have a 50% cutoff wavelength of 13.2 $\mu$m, a dark current density of $5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ A/cm}^2$, and a dark current GR noise limited $D^*$ of $1 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm Hz}^{1/2}/\text{W}$ at 77 K. Although the $D^*$ and QE (2.5%) are still lower than those of HgCdTe devices with similar cutoff wavelength, the measured device dark current density is below the Rule-07 proposed for HgCdTe photodetectors and is the lowest value reported so far for any T2SL at similar wavelengths. These results indicate that higher operating temperature of type-II superlattice LWIR photodetectors can be demonstrated experimentally in the near future.
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